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the lodge

Santiago del Estero (SDE) is two hours away from the 
lodge and can be reached by commercial or charter flight 
from Buenos Aires. DCA can arrange hotels, tours and 
dinners in Buenos Aires if you are interested.

This lodge is the ultimate mixed-bag destination in 
all of Argentina. Here you will find populations of 
duck, dove, pigeon, and top-rated perdiz and dog 
work. These carefully crafted hunts in an untamed 
and privileged location are  just minutes away from 
a comfortable lodge.

location

Santiago 
del Estero (SDE)

Buenos Aires 
(EZE)

Savor the finest foods and delight in the 
best service that Argentina has to offer. The 
Argentinian wines will be flowing as you sip by 
the roar of the fire. 

dining



features
• 4 spacious air-conditioned suites 

with private bathrooms
• Comfortable country estate with 

modern conveniences
• Small group size (max 8 guns) 

ensure high bird yield
• Malbec wines and premium 

beverages
• Signature service with great 

attention to detail

Jeri, we are having a wonderful time. Thank you for checking our trip. 
Dickie and everyone have interacted with have been fabulous and the 
hunting is as advertised.”  

Tim, Reno, Nevada 
7/29/23          



You will gain access to unparalleled duck hunting blinds by 
horses, vehicle, boats, motorboats, and even walking.

There are more than a dozen species of ducks:
• Cinnamon
• Brazilian
• Silver and ring-necked teal
• brown and white-cheeked pintails
• rosy-billed pochards
• and many more

ducks

May-August
(duck, pigeon, perdiz & dove)

August-October 
(pigeon & dove)

February-November 
(dove)

seasons



The dove population here is 
increasing year-over-year and trends 
continue to the north. Bag limits 
are generous. Here the wild pigeons 
are in direct competition of feeding 
fields with the doves. Many come 
here during non-duck hunting 
months to access non-migratory 
spotted and picazuro pigeons. 

dove & pigeon

World-class perdiz hunting with 
birds in every direction.

perdiz

guns As part of our commitment at DCA, we can help you to 
bring your own guns. We also have guns available for lease. 



Detail Company Adventures

What makes this lodge and hunt most 
memorable is your well-known and 
established outfitter, Dickie Miles. A 
passionate wing-shooter, Argentinian, and 
high-energy individual, Dickie will keep 
spirits high and the fun flowing.

about your guide

713.524.7235 · jeribooth@detailcompany.com

Hunting with Dickie is a great 
opportunity to bring your children and 
grandchildren. He is a great mentor, 
and will share his passion and extensive 
knowledge of the birds, the land 
and Argentina to preserve these fine 
hunting traditions.

bring your family

Hunting is my passion.
There is no substitute for experience. I have been blessed to hunt 
throughout the expanse of Argentina and the world for the last 35 years.”  

Dickie Miles 


